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“Our duties are the rights
that others have over us”

Nietzsche

This is the end of 10 000 years of lies and crimes
We have to participate to this historic shift

In tribute to
Professor Antony Sutton

Antony Sutton was persecuted because he has devoted his life to explain
peoples the biggest lies told by the so-called elites…
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Foreword

The present document described an analysis that explain the way we took to design solutions of 
deconfliction in the actual conflict. Our common thread was the monetary plundering system, seed of 
all troubles, but also the solution. Relevant thread ? we think that yes.

Because money is created from nothing, through usury loans, issue by few private bankers.
And since the Roman empire, History tell us that, each time moneylenders have appeared, nations 
collapses, and when they are expelled, nations resume their growth.

Jules Cesar, Charles Ier , Louis XVI, Napoleon Bonaparte, Andrew Jackson, Thomas Jefferson, 
Abram Lincoln, Abram Garfield, Romanov, King O’Malle, Mussolini, Hitler, Hideki Tojo, JFK,
Charles De Gaulle, Kadhafi and many other fought against this plundering system usury based, and 
most of them were murdered by it ! That are facts.

Private banks can’t create legal tender, it’s illegal. moreover, when they hide the 99% reality of illicit 
creating money, it smells the “smoke gun”.

But, no “elites”, on any side, talks about this crime, passing laws of connivance to create an artificial 
debt, voluntary destroying the monetary mass through usury to promote the next world tyrannic 
government based on a new mankind of biological castes (eugenics) with master races under control 
and slaves serving them, the implemented Blake and Galton ideology. That are also facts.

So the purpose of this document is to apply our analysis within the actual Ukrainian crisis, 

“A nation is great because
its people wanted it great”

Charles De Gaulle said.
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About NATO war 

Some believe that the Ukrainian crisis is the result of a neighbourhood conflict that has its seeds in a
“Leninist” past. Which has got out of hand, despite the attempts of the “unconditional defendants of 
democracies on earth”, French and German Governments. Then has been fed by opportunists in 
search of wealth on the backs of peoples. That is not the case !

Others think, as for many conflicts, it’s a consequence of the stupidity and selfish incompetence of 
“elites” unable to agree to design cohesive global policies. Moreover, “Elites” whom we think, are 
legitimately elected. This is doubly not the case !

Specialists speak of a eschatology, human nature or a belief based on the Hegelian dialectic.
That is not yet the case even the Hegelian dialectic applies in practice !

And we are not talking about those who live in virtual paradises…

In fact, it’s one of the visible result of a criminal organization of bankers, “princes”, “kings”, 
merchants without faith and law, link beyond generations by marriage, blackmail and corruption, lead
by few persons, nowadays 6, appeared at the late 18th century, that apply a “Plan” to rule the world by
the mean of a currency as Gold, Silver, Sterling, then paper as US Dollar, finally nothing as SDR.
But only the name change, not the organization behind who use it as a mass destruction weapon, see 
 Appendix 1 . We call them “Globalists”, Socialists, Nazis, the Financial powers, but it’s just 
qualifiers to divide and hide their responsibilities. In fact the name is “Society of Consumption” and 
we are all, in Occident, responsible of the situation.

Basically, their goal is to create as much disorder as possible on earth, and also in our heads, it’s the 
Hegelian dialectic, to divide the power of peoples, destroying sovereign States, ruling the world 
through crimes, crisis, diseases, wars and a money created by them from usury loans.

Their actions are hidden in a multi-layered empire of lies, whose limit will never be reached, as 
long as the peoples will have cast them out. See  Appendix 6 .

We think the inner circle are strong, wrong ! it’s an another illusion, they are terribly weak, 
physically and spiritually. “Bad” can’t win, see  Appendix 9 . It’s one of the key point of solutions.

Rogue States, international institutions, financial, human, animal, drug, weapon trafficking, terrorism
groups, “mass media”, organized crime are one face of the coin and money the other.

To check their degree of dissemination in our societies, it must be understood that, where there is a 
private bank which, through monetization of expenditures and usury loans, “play” with the money of 
a nation, this gang has infiltrated. In other words, where a private bank is, this criminal 
organization is. As a result, the one who has a bank account, therefore uses their system, has no 
interest in really revolting, he would “shoot himself in the foot” !

Here are the foundations of this analysis based on Historical events. Explanations...
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Real war and virtual Debt Slavery

After the decline of the Dollar as international currency, letting Germany, the trojan horse of United 
States, prospering for 20 years with Russian cheap gas and cheap French electricity with American 
financing, after taking control of the Western nations and definitively destroying the last strategic 
industries not owned by them, sending their last weapons to Ukraine for the Russians to destroy, 
amoral Globalists, under a pretext, are collapsing German industries, which is supposed to close the 
“Carbon Era”, and in the same time, the Western European threat especially French nuclear power.

The objective is to relocate “at home”, rebuild all, with new loans, necessary to slavery by debt 
control, and keep hiding inflation, to continue to rules the world, with the same model, “Russian 
outside, American inside, German (west Europe) on the floor”, Gal Hasting Ismay said in 1950.

As well, in 2014, to punish (another time) Moscow to have a state banking systems, the bankers 
instigated a political “coup”, after financed Ukraine, as Russia in 1917 and Germany in 1928, 
putting the sword of Damocles of the nuclear war, over the heads of Russians.
To hide the deception, Ukrainian will be the NATO proxy and NATO the Globalists army in hands of
corrupt Generals and Admirals. All this under the “false leadership” of presidents of nations chosen 
by the Globalists for their real psychopathy.

Meanwhile, continue to work, they thought ! on the “control” of the other competitor (read, enemy to
destroy...), Republic of China, with the same methods, indebtedness, see  Appendix 3 , corruption 
and disorder, hiding them and as usual, their amoral goals into “humanists” actions.

In 2022, “to protect people who have been subjected to bullying and genocide by the Kiev regime for
eight years...” VV.Putin said, Moscow, pushed by the “Globalists”, launches a police operation with
military means, under the international Right of “the responsibility to protect the populations in 
case of failure of their own government”, but also the Chapter 17 art. 106,107 of the UN Charter, a 
denazification of what needs to be !

But, contrary to forecast, Russia had become meanwhile, the first military power for the next 
decades. Moscow having understood “The plan”, everything was ready to defend the nation since the 
Munich speech of Vladimir Putin in 2007, implemented new technological paradigm as MHD.

China, also understood that it would be the next victim and definitively joined the Russian side.
In addition, Israel's US hidden nuclear terror, is weakened with the new Mizrahi majority obtained 
against pro-Western Ashkenazi elite, even if some unmentionable issue persists…

Anyway, even the war was designed in the 18th floor of the Bank of International Settlements,
the war makers lost the control of the situation. No more hidden financing of both sides, no more 
fake ceasefire or fake peace treaty to prepare the next war.

Now, it’s time for NATO army, weakening for years by the same Globalists, to fight, not against a 
group of armed peasants as usual, but against the powerful Russian army...Impossible mission.
So it’s time to war crimes and intrigues to regain the control of the situation...in any way,
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And they have a huge experience with lies and crimes...

►No military reason, just to test in real Oppenheimer and Fermi‘s bombs, also as a punishment to
the Japanese for having their own state bank and as a warning to the Soviet Union which wanted to 
do the same. 200 000 civilians died in Japan from the bombs blast.
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► Between Earth and Moon, speed of light is 299,79 km/s, Jim, not much.

► “lucky” Larry, on the earth gravity is 9,81 m.s-2 , not much.

► In USA, penalties for public liars often include imprisonment...500 000 kids died in Iraq.
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► No United Nation the number of human on earth is not 8 billion, about 5 billion.
Why ? “They” secretly killed three billion people ? In Asia ? In Africa ?

►Evolution of mankind in logarithmic percent from 1951 nowadays, with 3 strange disruptions.
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► Other lies...

► 2007, 13 December, all traitors !

► Kids, they don’t care !
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► Earth, they don’t care !

► Everything is under their control
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► In 1946, Edwin Black said :

► 2005, during David Rockefeller’s 90th birthday, he said and wrote :

and so on…

At least 40 million people have died since the Vietnam War
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In September 2022, after months of high intensity, the Russia army is the only candidate to win.
The question will be, in what state will Ukraine and the world be after ?

The Russian are also close to restore the security of the populations of Donbass, and Ukrainian 
losses start to be huge.

On the other hand, the conflict against NATO remains open and the opportune, heavy Ukrainian 
losses, is a concrete pretext for NATO to openly “help a country savagely attacked by barbarians, to 
restore democracy on earth, the war for the peace !” propaganda will say, another time.

In fact, just definitively spreading in all Europe the conflict designed and wanted in private lounges 
of private banks, organized by 6 private bankers, to avoid the biggest market from Atlantic to Ural !

And even the Russian army makes some “peacetime” mistakes, it evolve day after day, like all their 
commanders in Donbass who fight since 2014, to a very powerful “wartime” military complex.

Until the last Ukrainian the Western Plan says, until the last Westerner it also says.
And opportunely until the last weapons, even nuclear…

Then when the Ukrainian people will be sacrificed by the amoral Globalists, will be time to NATO to
get this pretext to enter directly in the struggle “to avenge Ukrainians” but also definitely open the 
nuclear world war III by another new, complete inversion of realities.

However, Western people have always believed in this kind of basic and stupid propaganda...

To avoid this catastrophic scenario, and because the “political scene” is highly risky, Moscow need
to be patient to manage his strategic victories by the time, not to give pretexts to NATO.

Some time, the dilemma is terrible, but there are no other choices.

Unfortunately Russia face a serious problem, because, it’s all about demographics, a long term war 
of about 3/5 years, will be a difficult challenge.

Nonetheless, it’s also an European battle to protect share values so, it’s also up to Westerners to enter 
in the struggle with an efficient strategy , until the victory.

Anyway, whatever future or current attacks, undoubtedly, the world is moving away from a 
unilateral, Western-led model, toward a new multilateral future. And, by waging a special military 
operations in Ukraine, Russia has initiated and accelerated this historic shift.

The following analysis is based on strategic points,
starting with the heart of everything,

The Western monetary system.
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Monetary system

Full document in  Appendix 1 

Mainlines

For more than 2.5 million years, humans, social animals, have been organized in groups.
Exchange is one of his principal need and since 10 000 years, the tool to achieve it is a money.
As direct consequences, to avoid any kind of aphasia, societies must have a predictable and fair 
monetary system, but was never the case.

At the end of the 15th century, the financiers of the 'Great Discoveries' have considerably developed 
their wealth by plundering gold of the “New World” and impose it as an international currency.

They became the financiers of the “great princes”.

10 000 years after the creation of the first States and the money ?!, in the 18th century, during the 
Western revolutions, a new political order was established.

It was based on the parliamentary representative system, to be able to assault the political power  
through the centralization of the powers, but also of thoughts.

The bankers, having taken over the nations, create central banks. Then they are granted through 
corruption and malice, the monopoly of money creation and lending to states.

Central banks were created by the retail banks. It’s the smoke gun of this system, the cornerstone of 
the programmed States destruction in favour of a global governance, to think that, it’s States that 
create the money nor usury loans.
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The head quarter of this monetary system is the BIS, its international department, not the bank, was 
created in 1930 at the conference of La Hague by Hjalmar Schacht of the Reichsbank, Benjamin 
Strong of JP Morgan, on behalf of the FED, Montaigu Normal, Bank of England and Charles Rist 
for the Bank of France. All of them representatives of private banks.

Nowadays, every two months on Sunday evening at 19:00 in the ‘E’ conference room, 18th floor of 
the BIS headquarter building, whose tinted windows overlook the city's central station of Basel, the 
world's most exclusive club of 6 members meet to decide the destiny of billions of people to their 
own benefit.

As an international organization, the BIS sets financial policy around the world, but as the ultimate 
clearing room, it’s the tool for laundering a fake virtual currency use to monetized their expenditures. 
And as a bank, the BIS organize and finance all the wars since Napoleon’s wars, included Ukrainian.

Bank accounts are characterized by a number of ‘account units’. It’s a scriptural money.
A promise of repayment from the bank to its “client”, a IOU, which could be refundable or not 
because banks are private companies. This is one of the greatest deception !

Usury is the weapon of the crime.

During a loan, the banker does not buy money from the central bank, nor lend the money of his 
depositors, the money is created virtually by a simple set of accounting entries.
It call a ex-nihilo (from nothing) scriptural money creation.

To summarize, it’s the loan who make deposits, not deposits who make loans! ! 

As 100% of the monetary mass comes from loans, money only exists because there are debts.
And because of the usury, is the next loan who necessary pay the interest of the last one.

And if loans stop, the system collapse. The economist call that the economical growth.

As consequence, the level of monetary, not economical, inflation are the among of interest to repay.

Taxes in a plundering monetary system is the tool for spreading and controlling the monetary mass to
keep the people in a perpetual money race, nor to pay public expenditures.
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The bad and the Good

Because human needs to exchange and the main tool is money, it is fundamental to define a coherent 
monetary system. Following, the result after 81 years, between the “bad” current monetary system, 
and a coherent one.

Current plundering monetary system based on usury and inflation

Monetary system based on interest, inflation free and “capital spreading”

Graphs were generated by our internal “Money supply Simulator “ software. See  Appendix 2 
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Some historical examples of figures
with a State Bank

Why choosing the wrong model ?
Why persisting in this choice for centuries?

Why the “elites” change nothing ?

Ask the question is to answer it
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Solutions of deconfliction

Too much is never enough !

The conflict could be divide into three parts :

Part 1 - Ukraine versus Russia

This conflict has been almost settled by the Russian army for several months, artificially continues 
due to the military assistance of UK, USA and Western UK-controlled countries, to Ukraine.

At least, it’s likely that Ukraine will disappear or the eastern Ukraine will become a not Russophobia,
demilitarized zone, as draw on the map above, taking Dnieper river and the black sea as a natural 
boundaries.

But the resolution of this conflict will not change the second, NATO versus Russia, just push the lines
a few hundred kilometers away.
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Part 2 - NATO versus Russia

Russians, also Ukrainians, could have only a part of “the cards of the game” because the active 
opponent is NATO, especially English side, which has been trying to rule the world since Elizabeth 
1th, 1558 using her Royal Pirate, Sir Francis Drake, under false religious pretexts.
The American government being just one head of the Hydra to hide the principal.

However, because Russian and NATO are the concrete opponents and war is a confrontation of will, 
said Clausewitz, one other will must be broke.

But, NATO is only a proxy in the hands of the real war-maker who will go far in the escalation by 
letting the Russian and the Westerners destroying themselves their armies, their industrial capabilities,
their culture and them after. Too much none useful and uncontrollable human on the planet they think.

Then, to have an effective deconfliction, Clausewitz tell us to act on one of the will, logically the  
real war makers will, even, on the other hand, with Russia, Iran and China cooperation, NATO 
could be brought to its knees, with negative consequences for Western Europe and the Globalists.

But, this doesn’t represent a sustainable solution, because NATO on their knees doesn‘t mean the end
of the Globalists objective, far from ! just give them time to recover as usual.

Thus, will be another losing battle for them, but “their war” started hundreds of years ago, design by 
their ancestors, and open until the victory...or their death. That are continuous historical facts.
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Part 3 - Globalists versus multipolar world model

Western world accounts for only 15%
of the of the total territory and population.

But, for them, they represent the world community !?

As discussed, in  order to succeed in this struggle, which will close centuries of human manipulation 
and trafficking, it is necessary to help Russian's action by opening a new front in Western Europe to 
put a sword of Damocles on the war-maker heads, as they did for peoples.

Anyway, before entering details, it's time to call a spade a spade, and also to speak about  
International Rights that logically delimit the “answer”.

Also explain the organization of this Globalists criminals, because is important to well know his 
enemy. Even in the facts, they are not Globalists, because they have no political ideology.

Just an international organization, who act as a hidden world Government, based on an illegal 
money politicized by practical actions.

Who continue to commit crimes.

Full document of the structure of the Criminal organization in  Appendix 6 
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About public International Rights

The answer of societies, in order to stop crimes commit by an organization, is Police operations.

However, because Governments are involved with the aggressor, it’s not possible.

But article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, can apply :

“Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense
if an armed attack(*) occurs against a Member of the United Nations…”,

(*) considered “armed attack” as in Nicaragua and 9/11 case, as a terrorist attack, therefore criminal.

The International Bill of Human Rights (OHCHR), names also the responsibility to protect people 
in case of failure of their own government, as follow.

“Your civil, political, economic, cultural, and social rights can be violated through various means. 
Violations occur when a Government fails in its obligations to respect, protect and fulfil these 
rights…”.

Therefore, self-defence by a group of peoples, design as a police operation, can apply, and due to 
the severity of attack, the self-defenders can also commit an offense out of necessity.
It’s the legitimate “State of necessity”.

Self-defence is defined by the Charter of the United Nations, customs or in the Briand-Kellog Pact 
of August 26, 1928 as follow :

“Self defence exists if the assault is without valid reason, real and current, not justified by the fault of
the victim or ordered by law…”

“The defence must be necessary, immediate and proportional to the severity of the attack, to stop a 
crime against people or property...”
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Structure of the Criminal
Internationalists Organization

United Nations of disorder had to be invented,
it was the child of the defunct League of Nations

full document in   Appendix 6 

It is during the XIXth century, that a criminal organization infiltrated definitely nations, destroying
day after day their sovereignty and their culture to better controlled people.

Nowadays, despite all the evidence from hundreds of years, we do not want or cannot admit this
fact, because their worldwide dissemination and their amoral actions are outside the understanding
of a common human.

Moreover, it is difficult to accept that only 6 persons leads the world at the head of his
organization. But on the other hand, the vast majority of companies are run just by one person !

It’s also difficult to understand that organized crime is protected and used by the same politicians 
who lead nations, moreover, who are supposed to fight against.

As consequence, we have few knowledge of their methods and organizational structure, and all 
actions that were carried out, to try to recover some freedoms, ended in failure, demonstrations, 
petitions, “electoral sanctions”, lawsuits, etc...

It could not be otherwise...
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Restoring Peace, Justice & Economy

Foreword

Considering that this Organization is structured as a synarchic government,

Considering that this crime syndicate, since the eighteenth century, has been buying up numerous  
strategic companies and agricultural ground on earth,

Considering that it’s run by old, weak, fat and amoral people,

Considering their arrogant and iniquitous roots, based on the dialectical of the “Phenomenology of 
spirit” by Wilhelm Hegel, from whom a “truth” necessarily emerges from disasters,

Considering that leads to destroy nations to impose a “Global Government”, through a massive 
depopulation executed by real psychopaths and corrupts that they choose to rule nations, through fake
elections,

Considering that all this could lead to a nuclear conflict then a nuclear winter as described by 
Velikovsky and Moiseev, whom mean the disappearance of live on earth for centuries,

Considering, that, opening a second “front” in West Europe is urgent to slow down the criminal  
actions, time that the resistance to take shape,

Considering, that the likelihood of a revolt of Western citizens is low,

Considering, that to face tyranny, anger, hatred, frustrations, marches and homilies are useless...
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Solution of deconfliction

We need to designed a solution based on a technical and tactical situation.

The goal will be to increase and organize the “Resistance” in Western countries, through concrete 
actions directly against the assets of the real war makers.

Meanwhile, identify a personality able to assume the leadership of a transitional government to lead 
the “Resistance” and define a new political frame to follow with the necessary changes, when 
peacetime will be restored.  

Necessary revision of the Constitution

French case is easy to manage, thank to the footprint of Charles de Gaulle.
Indeed, we have the legitimate Constitution of 1958, added to validated results of referendum of 
1962, 1972, 1988 and 2000.

And only these revisions are legitimate because they are the result of a popular referendum imposed 
by the article 89.5, in the Republic. Article still included in the current Constitution,  Appendix 5 .

The none legitimate revisions below :
• n° 92-554 of June, 25 1992 art. 2
• n°93-952 of July, 27, 1993 art. 3, 4
• n°93-1256 of November, 25 1993
• n°95-880 of August, 4 1995 art. 2,4,6,7,8,9,10,13,14
• n°99-568 of July, 8t 1999
• n°2003-276 of March, 28 2003 art. 3,5,6,7,8,10,12
• n°2005-204 of March, 1 2005 art. 2
• n°2007-239 of February, 23 2007 art. 1
• n°2008-103 of February, 4 2008 art. 2
• n°2008-724 of July, 23 2008 art. 1, from 3 to 47,

At least, 90% of the 1958’s Constitution.

The consequences are,
• France is not in the European Union  , Franc is his money,
• His actual president is fake and to stay in power, he need to show the citizen the evidence of 

his legitimate election...Will be not possible. As a result, fair election need to be organize.
• All those involved in this huge criminal deception must be prosecuted before a military 

tribunal, to assume the necessary compensation for 70 years of theft, high treason, misery, 
tears and crimes.
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Then, to take the time to build the next and prevent similar actions in the future, first we must apply 
effective and simple emergency solutions. One of the solution could be to validate a “supra 
constitution”.

A supreme document that cannot be revoked, in which the roots of a democratic nation desired by the
sovereign people will be inscribed, like the article 89.5, some basic international Rights, some basic 
articles of the “Human rights” in addition with some natural Rights, on which we all agree.

All of this could be fixed quickly with one easy change, the sovereign people must have the power to 
initiate referendum, and dismiss any representatives of the republic through a State independent 
Chamber of Referendum.

Moreover, because human have a constant need to exchange, the monetary system need to become a 
fair one, based on a State bank system as before, and improve it stability.

For this purpose, we have developed a “Monetary Mass Simulator” and identify the best 
configurations, which will reduce monetary creation, so the source of criminality, and inflation the 
source of corruption  Appendix 2  .

Thus, to define a sustainable and fair economy, loans must be "interest free" or cover only basic 
necessities, and the capital, paid to the seller, need to be spread at each maturity date as follow. This  
approach limited also enrichment by keeping money as a tool rather than a product.

The advantage of these changes is because they are instant changing, easy to implement and will 
completely change the current paradigm. But we need to find a leader to conduct the people.
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Appendix

Appendix 1 – Monetary system
Appendix 2 – Monetary mass Simulator
Appendix 3 – States Debt
Appendix 4 – Western targets
Appendix 5 – Secret of Article 89.5
Appendix 6 – Structure of the criminal organization
Appendix 7 – Ukrainian companies in Ukraine
Appendix 8 – Another proposal of mission
Appendix 9 – Aphasia
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